Setting up your TV – an instruction

This paper contains an instruction that you will read and then answer some questions that is related to the instruction. You can answer the questions directly on this paper.

1. Read the instruction and then answer the questions.

How to plug-in your TV
This instruction gives you basic information about plugging in a TV and connecting it to a few different video sources, such as a digital TV box and a computer.

First – plug in the TV in your wall socket
Start by placing your TV at a desired place. It could be anywhere, but make sure that your TV is placed on a safe location so it doesn’t fall down and break, because that will just cost you money. After you have placed your TV at a desired place, connect it’s power cables to a wall socket. A wall socket is the thing that you plug in other electric-consuming devices in. Your TV should have a power cable in it’s package. If it doesn’t fit in your home, consider buying a power adaptor.

Then – turn it on and set it up
When your TV has power, turn it on by pressing the power button on the TV or on the TV’s remote control. Depending on your TV type, you might have to set it up before you can use it. A Smart-TV might need an account to work, and some other types of TV’s wants you to set-up different things before watching the TV. When you are done connecting video sources, you can adjust all the settings so your TV works perfectly. Remember – it’s best to read the TV’s official manual to set it up correctly.

After that – Connect video sources
Your TV probably have some cable connector holes on it, and that’s where you wire all your cables that goes to the TV. Follow the official manual and set-up instructions for every video source that you connect, and make sure that your TV doesn’t crop out any edges or display the wrong colors. If so, you probably just have to adjust your TV or video source’s settings. If you don’t have the right cables or the right cable connectors on your TV – don’t worry! There are lots of TV adapters and cables to buy!

And last... - Enjoy your working TV!
After adjusting some settings and plugging in everything – you can enjoy your working TV!

Questions
1. Why is it important to read the manual? ____________________________________________.
2. Which is the first step in setting up a TV? Turn it on     Plugging the TV in    Mounting your TV Mark the correct answer.
3. What do you do if your TV displays the wrong colors? ____________________________________________.
4. How do you turn on a TV? ____________________________________________.
5. Do you know some common TV contacts? Write two of them. 1. __________________. 2. __________________.
6. What happens if the image is “cropped”? ____________________________________________.
7. Write a few different TV-types that you know about. ____________________________________________.